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This market study is intended to shed light on where the priorities and opportunities are in the US sports
industry that progress towards a resilient future for sport and its communities; the requirements and innovation needed
to transition toward an ever greener, healthier and more inclusive sports industry.

Scope of the Report
The market study aligns with the priority sector Sports as identified in the annual plan by the Consulates
General in Miami and San Francisco, with a focus on California, Florida and Texas, and organized in 4 segments:
Green Venues, with a particular emphasis on energy, water & waste management solutions
Innovative Fan Engagement, outlining the dynamic changes in how we view & interact with sports events
Enhanced Sports Performance, identifying products and services supporting holistic athlete training, and
Community Sport, (Sport for All) focusing on the delivery of sports participation at large
Each of these areas of the sport sector are quite distinct in the market dynamics, target market(s)/buyers and range of
solutions (types of products and services). Each section of the report is outlined in a way to provide the most meaningful
information to Dutch companies who are approaching the U.S. market with the intention of expansion or collaboration,
outlining:
Ecosystem and market drivers for each of these 4 specific areas in the U.S.
Current U.S. market opportunities
a S.W.O.T. analysis and Recommendations for Dutch companies and
Key Industry Resources to guide Dutch firms in further exploring the market for their product/service
Each report segment does this in a slightly different manner, dependent upon the nature of buyers and sellers in the
space and the market forces & influences in play.
This is a publication of the Netherlands Enterprise Agency. This publication was commissioned by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. © Netherlands Enterprise Agency 2022

This report was prepared by the Green Sports Alliance and 5T Sports Group.
The Green Sports Alliance is the environmentally-focused trade organization that convenes
stakeholders from around the sporting world to promote healthy, sustainable communities
where we live and play. We encourage the sports industry and its partners to measure,
mitigate, and advance their sustainability and social impact.

5T Sports Group future-proofs the global sports industry by providing business and market
intelligence and advisory to professional leagues, teams and global brands. We guide brands
and their sports partners in putting their values into action through impact-driven programs
and mobilize fans to have fun, on purpose. 5T is a certified B Corp.

With Thanks and Acknowledgement of Key Contributors:
James Dodenhoff
Sean Callanan
Sport Ecology Group
Lauren Lichterman
Nicole Beissner
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Innovation in the sports industry globally has taken off at an incredible pace over the past decade. No aspect of the
industry has been left behind:
In Sports Venues from the turf to the skylights;
In Enhanced Sports Performance from the grassroots to professional; and
In the Community, from toddlers to active seniors and everyone in between
The U.S., in addition to its own large sports spectacles and viewership among its 5 largest professional leagues, will
2028 Olympics in Los Angeles, and
potentially even the 2030 Winter Olympics as Salt Lake City bids to repeat its very successful games of
2002. These type of large events offer great opportunities for Dutch companies.
Size of the Industry
The U.S. market revenue by level of sport breaks down to approximately:
Professional Sports
College(University) Sports
Youth Sports

$80B
$19B (2019)
$12B ($5B fees, equipment; $7B travel)

The overall economic impact of the sports sector in the US amounts to approximately $500B annually.

Key Differences
Unlike the majority of the global sports world, soccer is not the dominant sport the U.S. in terms of participation or in
viewership. Americans enjoy multiple sports at the professional level as fans and participate across a wider range of sports
than typical of other countries as well.
The U.S. is very much a fanatical sports country and spends a great amount of time, energy and money on viewing, playing
umbers above attest. Sports is embedded into the school system, where it is part
of the development pathway to professional play for American football, basketball and baseball, especially. High school
games are well-attended not only by fellow students and parents, but often entire communities. Championship high school
football games in Texas or Ohio can see audiences of up to 50,000 people.
Also noteworthy is the absence of a U.S. national governing body for sport, such as a Ministry of Sport, which makes for a
fragmented and often inequitable delivery of sports opportunities. The professional leagues also have much greater
influence over the lower levels of their sport than the respective U.S. sport governing bodies who represent the sport in the
international system.

Four Areas of Innovation & Opportunity, Three Regions of Focus
Given the size and variation of the U.S. market, the focus on opportunities is primarily on the three largest sports markets of
California, Texas and Florida. Collectively these 3 states contain 17.5% of the U.S. population and are home to 25% of
American professional sports teams across the 5 major leagues.
For each of the innovation areas, we have provided state-specific business resources to guide Dutch firms in navigating their
own further market research and business development, however the target market is not defined by geographic
boundaries
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Green Venues
The past 2 decades have seen a steadily growing attention to greater efficiency in energy, water & waste management in
sports facilities. What began as a cost-savings effort is now increasingly influenced by revenue opportunities through
corporate partners

response to them are emerging. Each venue is subject to local and state-level building and business regulations and will
face varying demands for the adoption of resource efficiency solutions.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
Circular Economy Solutions
On-Site Renewable Energy Generation Systems

Fan Engagement
Fan Engagement is one of, if not the primary, area of investment and innovation activity for professional U.S.
and collegiate sports teams. The focus areas include content creation (leveraging the
brand, video and
storytelling), gameday broadcast production and social interaction with fans. Data is also an important asset
being leveraged for revenue generation in collaboration with 3rd parties in fantasy sports and betting. There is an
urgency to retain Gen Z (born 1995-2010) and Gen Alpha (born 2011-est 2025), deliver a
-Personalized
Fan Experience (from game format to media channel and on-demand) as well as to grow the global audience.
The marketplace for solutions is intensely dynamic, highly competitive and likely to continue as the new digital
era unfolds with Web 3.0/Metaverse technologies in the next 2-4 years.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
Content Creation and Management Software/SAAS/Platforms
Multi-Channel Broadcast Support (Streaming, OTT Platforms, Subscriber Management & Analytics)
Web 3.0 / Metaverse Sport-Specific Applications or Sport-Optimized Technology Tools

Enhanced Performance
health, fitness and wellness for all levels of athlete. The market for wearables, sensors, optical tracking, data analytics,
video analytics and athlete management systems is attracting nearly as much investment as Fan Engagement, and the
attention of elite global athletes who believe, invest and credibly market devices with mass market appeal. As in all tech,
the marketplace is global, extremely dynamic and also consolidating through mergers and acquisitions, requiring Dutch
moves.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
Mental Health, Neuro-Training
Optical Tracking, Contactless Sensors to Support (Remote) Video Analysis & Training
AI-driven Data Insights & Recommendations
Soccer-Specific Athlete Management Systems with a Holistic Approach to Training/Supporting Content
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Community Sport (Sport for All)
Without a national strategy or governance, and with a large population with many regional differences, as well as income
disparity, the U.S. sport system at the community / youth level is fragmented. Sports participation has been on a steady
decline for children for over a decade. Sports and community administrators hoping to reverse this trend through
programming shifts (sport sampling, modified game structure) and proactively addressing diversity and inclusion. There is
growing emphasis on early-stage physical literacy as well as participation pathways that extend social and physical wellness
benefits of sport to non-elite level athletes.
on issues, trends that can inform Dutch
facilities & programming to
better assess the fit of their product or service to the U.S. market.
Particular areas of opportunity in this space include:
The reHeightened attention on U.S. Youth
3 pro leagues (MLS, NWSL, USL)
Programs that foster diversity & (cultural, physical, economic) inclusion
Backlog of maintenance and renovation/expansion plans for community sport facilities, creating opportunities for
both efficient building (energy, water, waste) and recreational systems (fitness infrastructure)

In addition to this report, there are several excellent reference items available from the Netherlands government,
including several webinars specifically outlining the U.S. market that may be found at
The US Sports Landscape Online Workshop
Doing Sports Business in the US
Greening Sports Venues Online Workshop

Where relevant, complementary reports and resources also available from the Dutch government have been cited
& linked in corresponding sections of this report to round out your insight into the $500B U.S. sports market.
No matter
sports landscape, the primary players and current trends and market dynamics and some preliminary guidance,
resources and contacts key to your evaluation of the U.S. market for sports innovation solutions.
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U.S. SPORTS LANDSCAPE BY THE NUMBERS
The United States, like many countries, has a fanatical sports culture. There are 5 very well attended and viewed major
sports leagues, in American football, basketball, baseball, (ice) hockey and soccer (football) in addition to the strong tours of
tennis, golf and motor sports. Sports is very important at American schools, colleges and universities, who serve as the
development pathway to professional play.
The economic impact of the sports sector in the US amounts to approximately 500 billion dollars a year.
The US is a frontrunner in the adoption of technology and in data innovation in sports for both fan engagement and sport
performance, with the U.S. sports tech market estimated at $6.4B. The University (College) sports market accounts for
roughly $19B, and the youth sports market (6-14 years) is estimated at $12B. Sports is big business in the U.S. market.
This report covers 4 areas of the U.S. market for sports innovation, Green Venues, Fan Engagement, Enhanced Performance
and Community Sport (Sport for All) in 4 distinct chapters. To set the foundation for these, it is important to first have a
basic understanding of the American sports landscape, which is fairly distinctive from that of many European countries,
including the Netherlands.

Most Popular Sports in the U.S.
. The typical American
devotes time & attention to multiple sports.

Graphic: 5T Sports

U.S. Professional Sports Leagues
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As noted above, the U.S. has a portfolio of leagues which all enjoy great fan support. Here are a few facts &
figures to provide a top-level view of the major U.S. sports leagues:
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Graphic: 5T Sports

To do business with American professional sports franchises, it may be helpful to clearly understand some of the
fundamental differences to the European top league systems, much of which was discussed broadly during the ill-fated
venture of the European Super League. Concisely, U.S. major leagues are run:
as Closed Leagues there is no promotion or relegation of teams based on their win-loss record; leagues
may opt to expand by awarding additional franchises. Owners are also allowed, under certain
circumstances, to move their team to another city.
(theoretically) with Competitive Balance Rules:
Salary Cap limiting the total amount each club may spend on player wages (though there are some
workarounds and a luxury tax on high-spending clubs);
Draft the lowest ranked clubs have preferential access to the best players who, themselves, are
free to choose with whom they sign a contract.
as private enterprises within a collective private enterprise. Owners of the clubs/franchises are also the
owners of the league. It has a purely private ownership structure.
of a league acts as the

The U.S. Sports Leagues, in contrast to European leagues, are made up of franchise owners who have a significant amount
of latitude in how they manage the business. The leagues also have a stronger control compared to European leagues in
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restrictions on what teams can do with sponsor activations and in attracting fans (typically limited to a 75 mile radius of
their stadium). In the digital realm, this is less controlled and opens up significant avenues for monetizing remote fans.
It is also key to note the disparities among the leagues with respect to revenues and their fan base, some of which may be
surprising.
In terms of revenue, the NFL is far and away the
broadcast rights fees, which in the NFL is more than 50%, the NBA 30%, MLB 20%, NHL 17% and for MLS, just 1%:

Graphic: 5T Sports
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When it comes to fan engagement on social media, however, the NBA emerges as the leader in large part due to the
content out on social for fans, while other leagues held back, worried about
cannabalizing their TV viewership.

Graphic: 5T Sports

The NBA has remained the leading innovator, generally in technology adoption for the past decade, though Major League
-the-Top streaming service, and the NFL has been the first league to experiment with multiple broadcasts of
ns currently in development and likely to evolve in
the next 2-5 years.

The comments below from MLB chief operations and strategy officer Chris Marinak outline the four pillars of his
fan engagement strategy, but are largely representative of the viewpoints of each of the other big leagues:
Says Marinak:

d current with our fan base, we need to meet our fans where they are and

MLB Fan Engagement Strategy
personalize all of digital products;
modernize the venue experience for convenience and safety;
attract younger audiences through gaming and fan communities;
create new differentiated ways to consume the sport.
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In addition to the mix of popular sports, other key differences between the U.S. and the Netherlands are in the sport
development (path to pro) system, the delivery of broad-based community sports and the role of sports in the school
system at the high-school and college/university levels.
Development Pathways for each of the most popular professional sports leagues vary from sport to sport. For American
football, basketball and baseball, children are introduced to the sport between age 5 10 through community associations,
where they play to roughly age 13-14. Athletes with the interest and potential to play professionally would continue playing
through their high school and
college or university. Essentially the U.S. college
the more common path is to play at a club level up through to amateur and then lower-level professional leagues.
While developmental paths are shifting (the NBA has
well as recruits from overseas), the dependence on the university system as part of the path remains significant (in the case
of the NFL almost exclusively dependent). This is a critical
ervices, especially for Enhanced
Performance and Fan Engagement solutions. University athletic d
conferences in American
football are typically in the $150 200M range.
The U.S. does not have a Ministry of Sport or other national governing authority as most countries do. This makes for a very
fragmented approach in the delivery of sport overall and has led to significant disparity in both access to, and quality of,
sports at the youth level in particular.
Soccer, in particular, has been noted to have some distinctive challenges in participation, access and escalating expenses,
but also fundamentally in the developmental philosophy
and realize the health, fitness and social benefit potential of the
in the U.S. sports system provide an interesting time for the infusion of new ideas, such as those put forward through the

The Community Sport (Sport for All) section of this report provides additional insight into these issues, and where Dutch
expertise and innovation may offer some strong opportunities for collaborative innovation.

outline opportunities for an especially wide spectrum of products and services.
Each section of the report provides a tailored introduction into the specific market sub-category with an overview of its
y
in the U.S. marketplace.
is look at the current state of the U.S. sports
ecosystem and the potential of the U.S. market for sports innovation should prove a helpful guide.
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Innovative Fan Engagement
The U.S. market for innovation solutions improving fan experiences in venue and at home, delivering quality
and novel gameday broadcast and supporting the social interaction around the game and its players

U.S. SPORTS MARKET OPPORTUNITIES : INNOVATIVE FAN ENGAGEMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. top leagues in professional sports have a combined valuation of $273B dollars and generate roughly
$80B per year in income. All of this, at the end of the day, is fuelled by fans, so it
teams and their broadcasters invest heavily in keeping those fans engaged and entertained.
This is largely happening through investments in sports technologies that support content creation &
, broadcast production and distribution and support and drive social interaction among the
(increasingly global) fanbase, both during and between games.
In 2021, in North America $2.6B was invested in emerging solutions around fan engagement, a focus area that
represented 46% of all investment in sport-focused applications.
Dutch companies with products & services in this space would do well to explore the U.S. market through the
many investor pitch days, conferences and other available resources as this dynamic market unfolds. All the
top professional leagues, and many of the teams are investors themselves but typically look to these events
searching for the next big thing, so the audience represents both customer and investor in one place.
Some critical development in the U.S. market to be aware of include:
The battle for the attention of the younger fan is on: Genz Z fans are less interested in sports than
previous generations, while Gen Alpha is more interested in the athletes as personalities than the
sports they play
The media landscape is shifting rapidly the audience is
traditional cable providers and more interested in Over-the-Top (OTT) access to the specific content
they want on an a la carte basis
Social channels are being added to the broadcast
games being broadcast in multiple
formats simultaneously, each tailored to the tastes of a specific target audience (kids, bettors)
Pro sports revenues come from
how the visuals and stories of the action are created, combined and shared, and
how the game and player statistics are collected, analyzed and monetized
Generally, the former is more in direct control of the rightsholder; the latter is the foundation for value-added
products by 3rd parties (sports gambling, fantasy sports companies), so solutions that drive content are the
primary solutions of direct interest to teams.
Fan Engagement is a highly competitive, global market today and buyers are agnostic as to the origin of a
product as long as it presents a solid, plug & play revenue model to keep the fan coming back for more, and
especially where it enables the organization to monetize the at-home fan, wherever they happen to live.
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U.S. SPORTS MARKET OPPORTUNITIES : INNOVATIVE FAN ENGAGEMENT
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U.S. SPORTS MARKET OPPORTUNITIES : INNOVATIVE FAN ENGAGEMENT

ENGAGING THE AMERICAN SPORTS FAN
Sports Fandom in the U.S. is multi-faceted, fragmented, and continuously evolving.
Currently, the U.S. sport sector is in a fascinating state of growth and change as it continues to fill the 365 day per year
calendar, cross-over and collaborate with the entertainment sector, and navigate a sprawling media landscape. At the
habits present both challenges and opportunities.
as evidenced both by the emergence of new front office titles and
departments as well as the proliferation of sports technology investment events and private equity groups focused
entirely on this space.
Noteworthy in the U.S. market is the appetite for innovative solutions especially on the fan engagement front, which is
high and growing:
Teams, leagues, and venues are proactively seeking solutions
Teams understand the need to control, manage, or produce their own direct revenue streams
Collaboration among investors, team executives, and professional athletes in dedicated ventures to fund and
develop the solutions they need
This rush is further fueled
preferences for sports content:
Gen Z (born ca. 1996-2012) is less interested in sports than preceding generations
Gen Alpha (born beginning 2012-ca. 2025)
ir
performance in the game
Multi-channel broadcast deals for teams, which allow tailoring gameday presentation versions to a variety of
audiences
Notably, we are also in a period where the next generation of technologies, including augmented reality (AR), virtual
reality (VR), non-fungible tokens (NFTS), and now the Metaverse (collectively Web 3.0 technologies) are opening new
ways to view events, collect memorabilia, and interact with the teams we passionately follow.
Front offices of U.S. sports teams are now filled with titles such as Director of Interactive & Fan Experience, VP of Business
Analytics and Technology, and VP, 49ers Enterprises the latter is a wholly-owned subsidiary tasked with sourcing and
investing in new technologies.
It is a very good time for Dutch companies to explore business and technical collaboration opportunities in the U.S.
Sports ecosystem around innovative fan engagement solutions.
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U.S. SPORTS MARKET OPPORTUNITIES : INNOVATIVE FAN ENGAGEMENT
U.S. Fan Dynamics
if you can capture it
Across the board, fans are getting younger, somewhat in contrast to the aging population, but teams and leagues have
cause for concern as the sports interest of Gen Z (young adults born between 1996-2012) significantly lags that of the
Millennials one age group older than them by a large margin. (
-Pendemic World)

The Gen Z Problem
Gen Z are much less interested in sports than Millennials, who are more avid fans than Gen X and Baby Boomers.
Professional sports leagues and teams are trying to fend off this potential large drop-off in fans.
In fact, Gen Z are the first generation since data has been compiled to identify more as Anti-Sports Fans than Avid
Sports Fans by significant margin. (Chart 2 below)

Gen Z is, in general, not apathetic; however, traditional sports are the outliers in terms of lower interest levels. They
her entertainment forms such as music, fashion, brands, social causes and,
more importantly, individual athletes and Esports, upon which traditional sports rightsholders can capitalize.
The key to keeping Gen Z interested is to
and retain
:
Be true to the
when crafting content targeting them as authenticity
; this
especially holds true for music and merchandise collaborations
Bring more spontaneous and behind-the-scenes
;
, and forced
entertainment
Elevate
personalities, lifestyles, and social causes; this generation has a holistic view of the
athlete as a person and values individuality and personal expression

Up Next: Generation Alpha
Generation Alpha is the term applied to children aged 10 and younger (born between 2012 to ca. 2025).
There are certain factors that the sports industry must note as it courts these future fans:
In (pre-pandemic) 2018 only 38% of children 6-12 years old played team sports regularly, vs 45% a decade
earlier. (Sports & Fitness Industry Association)
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U.S. SPORTS MARKET OPPORTUNITIES : INNOVATIVE FAN ENGAGEMENT
In 2021, 28% of parents with children in youth sports said their child was NOT interested in playing, an increase
from 19% in 2020 (Aspen Institute
35% of parents with kids born 2013-2017 say their child has lost interest in sports during the pandemic
On a positive note:
73% of parents with children born 2013-2017 (Gen Alpha) say they have encouraged their kids to play sports
(Morning Consult)
65% have encouraged them to be sports fans
65% of Gen Alpha and Gen Z think stories about athletes are more interesting than the actual games they play
(SBRNet)
The professional sports world is hopeful Gen Alpha will take their cues from their largely fanatic Millennial parents but are
also wisely hedging against the influence of Gen Z as the current youth culture trendsetters and are actively and
innovatively adapting their product for future resilience.

Possibly Now Dropping Out?
Women,
some significant drop-offs in 2020.

base, had been trending steadily upward in the past few years but saw

trend, the change was seen across all sports and
may have been influenced by the increased
demands, especially on working women, of juggling
working from home while having children at home,
requiring substantive remote schooling support
which left female fans little time left in their day for
leisure activities.

than the previous generations, appears to remain
higher than their male counterparts, possibly
opening the door to target Gen Z women to
sports fandom to Gen Alpha and beyond.

U.S. Sports Media Landscape Dynamics
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Channel Explosion
While Over the Top (OTT; any type of video or streaming media that provides viewer access by sending the media directly
through the internet) channels are not new, they are growing exponentially and taking a bigger share of the broadcast
market, w

MoffettNathanson, a preeminent global media research firm, forecasts that cable TV and streaming will be equal in terms
of consumer usage by 2024.
All major U.S. professional sports leagues have signed streaming deals with one or more social media channels (Twitter,
YouTube, Twitch, etc.) and all have a Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) subscription services, allowing fans to access games
outside of their local market
deals with
leagues.

There is also a great deal of turnover in subscriptions and frustration for fans trying to watch their team.
Previously, there were largely two ways to access sports content:
V
(RSN) as part of a cable TV subscription
T
, accessed via laptop, mobile or Smart TV
However, as a local fan, you can be
broadcast via your local cable TV provider, who have exclusive rights to show the game in the local (read: ticket-buying)
market. This is risky as it can keep young fans from developing interest in the game at a time when this is already
declining.
Sixteen NBA teams air local games on Sinclair-owned Bally Sports regional stations, which means there are sixteen teams
whose young, local fans do not have access to their local teams.
For the past several years, RSNs have charged increasingly higher rates to the cable TV companies to carry their channels
as prime content because carrying the sports team drives cable subscriptions. The cable providers have passed this cost
on to consumers. As rates rose, and younger consumers were more conditioned to accessing other entertainment
through their laptops and phones, fans began to unsubscribe to cable or
. However,
ing the local game, they are essentially cut off as fans. In some cases, the cable provider has
dropped the sports channel altogether due to cost pressures and there being no option for fans in the local market to see
their home team. (see sidebar) The leagues must be careful to strike a balance in the current period to retain and
cultivate young fans who may not be accessing the full product via cable but also cannot afford to access it through paid
league subscriptions like NBA League Pass or MLB.TV.
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The Road to Direct-to-Consumer (DTC)
-term view is that we need to be in the direct-toCommissioner Adam Silver [including the local market], who continually aims to
provide fans with what the NBA
r, richer, more

position.
MLB.TV, is interested in exploring the launch of its own product to enable DTC in-market streaming. It, too, has a complex
set of local market broadcast rights deals that would need to be worked out to do this.
MLB, however is a long-time pioneer in the adoption of technology in allowing remote fans to access games via mobile
devices, and having spun out their own streaming tech & digital content in BAMtech (sold to Disney for US$3.75B and
now powering the Disney+ OTT platform), MLB is an innovator to watch.
The NFL negotiates all regular-season and playoff broadcast rights nationally, while the NBA, MLB, and NHL still sell the
majority of their games team-by-team in local markets. The entire process is decentralized and fragmented, handled by
the teams individually.
The entire MLS portfolio of U.S. media rights is available starting with the 2023 season as Fox and ESPN are both nearing
the end of current eight-year deals.
U.S. leagues like to retain control and the profits as much as possible and they have consistently been successful in
this venture. Change is coming, but the transition could be bumpy. For more on this evolving topic, see Hottest Topic at
CAA World of Sports DTC Content.

A Custom Broadcast for Every Audience
The explosion of channels also provides the opportunity to create a variety of game presentations tailored to distinct
audience segments and can be incredibly powerful in its ability to reach and develop new fans.
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In early 2020, Mark Cuban predicted sports teams might run as many as five or six
s, tailored to
different audiences needs. Examples of tailored feeds include:
The NFL & Nickelodeon broadcast aimed at creating a form of the game appealing to kids 6-12, which is also
equally delighting adults with its novelty
The parallel Monday Night Foo
Manningbrothers and former quarterbacks, Peyton & Eli Manning)
broadcast, providing an entertainment-centric commentary geared to Millennial males
T
betting as 26
U.S. states and counting see sports betting arrive on the scene
Leagues and teams have begun experimenting with novel ways to present the game with augmented reality (AR)
broadcasts. As new AR/VR glasses roll out from the Big Tech manufacturers, this is the next frontier.
The shutdown of live sports at the start of the pandemic and its re-emergence
bubbles (limited locations with no fans
present) widened the view of leagues in experimenting and exploring the possibilities of engaging and now monetizing
the remote fan. This is an especially significant development as all the leagues are exploring the global appetite for U.S.
sports.
All of this points to opportunities to support professional sports with the tools to produce, manage, and analyze the
consumption and interaction of its products.
In summary, Dutch companies have much to pursue in the rapidly evolving U.S. sports content development &
distribution space if they can:
Provide efficiency and creative enhancement of production to support multiple types of broadcasts
Deliver creative content that resonates with different target audiences
Distribute content effectively and efficiently and reliably across multiple platforms
Gather and analyze audience data in real-time
Support the fan experience in a variety of different formats
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THE U.S. MARKET FOR FAN ENGAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Sports tech a fast-moving field
or broadcast technology
ground at which they're converging is sports and entertainment. None of us are
smart enough to predict what that future is going to look like 5-10 years down the

Follow the money is the correct philosophy in understanding and forecasting where the sports tech market is heading.
W
customers and revenue. In the sports tech space, it is doubly true as many of the customers - sports properties and
owners - are also investing directly. Solutions attracting not only the funding but also the full-on belief of the customer, to
the point where they are buying not just the product but also a piece of the company, are good indicators of where the
near-term innovation focus lies.

All Sports Tech growth & investment
North America, driven by the U.S., is the largest
SportsTech startup market in the world
2020 total investment approximately $2.6
billion
41% of U.S. sports tech startups are located in the
western United States (28% headquartered in
California)

Fan Engagement Sports Tech Segment
Of the approximately $2.6 billion invested in 2020 in
sports tech, roughly 30% or $780 million was aimed at:
Content Platforms Streaming, Mobile, Specialty
Content ($349 million)
Fan Experience AR/VR, AI-powered messaging
apps ($226 million)
Applications Fantasy Sports & Betting ($202 million)
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FAN ENGAGEMENT SOLUTIONS BY APPLICATION TYPE
Borrowing from the SportsTechX segmentation of the industry, which has become a standardized and accepted
framework in the investment community, Sports Tech Fan Engagement solutions include:
News & Content
Fan Engagement & Social Platforms
Fantasy Sports & Betting

A strong market awaits Dutch companies providing plug-n-play or enabling tech tools in these spaces as signaled by
current investment and purchasing levels and in the
appetites for experimentation with novel
solutions. Additionally, the sports industry has to navigate the growing marketing and technology landscape that has
surpassed 5,000 tools in the past decade. The Innovative Fan Engagement space is very crowded.

News & Content
Solutions in this space support
teams delivery of their core
product, live sports, which drives
both direct revenue and indirect
revenue from content and data.
These include:
Streaming Platforms
Content Aggregators
And enabling technologies:
AR/VR Technologies
AI / Machine Learning
Data Management
Data Handling
Streaming
Analytics

Fan Engagement
This broadly defined area includes
applications that create how fans
and
interact with their team and
favorite players.

Fantasy & Sports Betting
Largely driven by 3rd party
companies who access sports
data and license visual content
rights, marks, and logos to
deliver sport-themed content.

Content Co-Creation Tools
Content Personalization/
Customization Tools
Messaging apps (esp. AI driven)
Social Platforms &
Enhancements
AR/VR Enhanced View
Development
AR/VR Driven Branded Content
New Content Forms (NFTs)
Metaverse & Web 3.0
platforms

It remains in the interest of
sports properties to enable and
optimize the gains from these
business partners by providing
both data and content more
efficiently and quickly to serve
these business partners, largely
the same technologies
optimizing news and content
production.

The fan base for Esports is distinct, so it is not specifically addressed here. However, some of the market trends and
technology applications outlined in this report have implications for companies interested in pursuing the Esports space.
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U.S. Sports Revenue Streams
Sports teams previously had only four things to sell: tickets, food and beverage at the stadium, merchandise, and
broadcast rights. Each of those transactions was bound to a specific location and time.
The growth of the sports business took a new trajectory with the arrival of new media distribution options to reach more
fans. Leagues have leapt from one broadcast partner to many the
-year deal includes 5 different
game broadcast partners. T
f how they are leveraging their core product of live sports.
Today, sports property revenue can be characterized into six key areas, split between Content

.

Content Plays: The league derives direct revenue from content that it either produces, distributes, or otherwise makes
available to broadcasters and fans. Broadcasters, and now fans, create additional original content based on the league or
team brand assets. Content in the Fan Experience area includes logos, marks, images, tickets, and other assets that can be
(definition of season, location, viewing access, etc.). These appear in bold as the team is primarily in control of the
Interaction also revolves around content and may be initiated by
teams but
much less under their direct control.
Data Plays: Leagues earn revenue from selling or licensing access to their data to 3rd party companies who create
, which is bolded as this
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C
Expanding the Fan Experience
Fans have moved well beyond just jerseys (kits), hats, and flags in
declaring their loyalty and support for their team.
Creating their own channels, embellishing images and video and
even creating derivative merchandise things leagues and teams
would have fought not too long ago are now embraced and
enabled.
For a fan, this not only signals their own passion but also serves to
elevate them in the eyes of fellow fans and the teams. Events of
the past two years have only served to reinforce the key role fans
now play in the sports business narrative.
Innovation in this space has mostly centered around 4 key areas:
Content Creation/Personalization, Branded Content, New Age
Collectibles, and Immersive Experiences.

Nav Bhatia is the first fan indicted into a professional sports hall of
fame a symbolic enshrinement of fans as an integral part of the of the
game

Content Co-Creation / Personalization
In the early days of social media, most leagues guarded their visual content and data fiercely; however, the NBA allowed
with its assets. The result was huge growth on social media, and now every league has followed suit by
. T
to be a
highly effective amplifier of their brand. Leagues are increasingly putting content curation tools in their hands, as it
-generated content that keeps the conversations going.
On the data side, the ease of accessing data sets has
elevated some avid fans to becoming independent industry
analysts and self-made media moguls (e.g., Bleacher Report,
Barstool Sports).
Not every fan is aiming to be a media star and may only
want to create memes, gifs, screensavers, wallpapers, and
other digital media elements to share among friends or
contribute to the social conversation around a game, a
player, or an event.

appetite of both fans and social media platforms has been a
god-send for under-resourced sports digital teams, according to sports tech expert Sean Callanan. During 2021, more
than 3.4 million highlights were created using AI-based platforms, which equates to over nine
worth of video
content.
Some notable companies working with the U.S. major leagues include Greenfly, ClipPro, Minute, 15 Seconds of Fame,
Statcast (an MLB company), and Yinzcam.
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Branded Content Beyond the Game
2-3 hours of live action play. Branded content in sports is
being driven by 3 factors
desire for short
content on social media, increased interest in stories
locker room (Hard Knocks) and garage (
to Survive).

Drive

In the scramble to fill the void in Q2 2020, teams and
sports brands worldwide encouraged their athletes to
develop content specifically aimed at keeping fans
engaged.
Many professional spor
marketing departments were already highly social media
savvy, already putting this type of content into their feed.
These successes, and the fact that 65% of Gen Alpha AND
Gen Z think stories about athletes are more interesting
than the actual games they play, mean that branded
content is here to stay as part of the revenue mix for
sports properties.

John Suchenski, director of programming and
acquisitions at ESPN, said having additional F1
content out there that reaches a wide and different
audience helps increase awareness and interest, and
hopefully incentivizes them to tune into the races. A
rising tide lifts all

Branded/Shoulder Content Examples:
Brightcove
The LPGA streamed virtual World Golf Tour
(WGT) matches with some of its leading
players, engaging fans with a new level of
access that included some friendly trash talk.
Manchester City, in the English Premier League,
training for kids when matche
played and video diaries of their players helping
in the community. They also made their City+
OTT service free for during the pandemic, with
archived games available for re-watching.
The Golden State Warriors created Dubs Draft
Room, delivering a video-heavy second screen
experience for fans (and revenue for the club,
as it was sponsored by Chase).
One Fighting Championship, a mixed martial
arts leader in Asia, created and streamed their
version of The Apprentice reality show
competition featuring athletes, celebrities and
corporate sponsors.

A New Age in Sport Consumption, Team Whistle Survey of 13 34-year-old U.S. sports fans (Nov 2020)
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Digital Collectibles / NFTs (non-fungible tokens)
The NBA has been one of the more progressive sports organizations when it comes to technological innovation and has
established itself as an early leader in the NFT space. NBA Top Shot offers basketball fans the opportunity to buy and sell
d ledger technology used to authenticate
each individual token. This venture with Dapper Labs has been successful in opening the door to digital collectibles, with
the Top Shot marketplace witnessing transactions worth more than $780 million and opening the floodgates for other
leagues and athletes to follow.
. Deloitte
projects 4-5 million fans will buy or be gifted sports-related NFTs in 2022. The environmental costs of NFTs are already
seeing large fan bases in gaming revolt against the concept.
More work needs to be done to integrate NFTs into the fan experience with more utility than a scarce collectible.
Integrating membership
-buy experiences, or other exclusive rights while also considering a more
environmentally-friendly solution will see the mood on NFTs change.
dom the Metaverse
We explore this area and the opportunities it presents for Dutch companies in greater depth
Interaction

.
Social
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Game Presentation: Next Level Viewing
The portfolio of media rights deals across cable TV, streaming services, direct-to-consumer, and social media channels
by providing enhanced viewing
experiences.

presentation and surrounding infotainment approaches, while the relatively new streaming services are all pressed to
grow their audience and retain them, as fees range anywhere from $10-20 per month. This requires a mutual interest in
delivering the desirable branded content noted above.
The three key trends shaping the evolution of the viewer experience in 2022 include:
Multiple Broadcasts
Optimization of Content for each Platform
Advancements & More Appealing Applications of AR/VR

Multi-Broadcast Distribution
The breadth of platforms and in certain cases, with parallel broadcasts of the same game provide the opportunity to
experiment with broadcast formats.
During traditional broadcasts, these are more of a content-tailored-to-audience approach, such as the NFL-ESPN+
ManningCast and the NFL-Nickolodeon Slimecast, which, while intended to make the game more appealing for young
kids, proved to be also wildly popular with adults.
Other options include:
Broadcasts specific to fantasy sports or sports-bettor viewers, who want a steady stream of statistics and
predicative odds (to parallel the high-growth trajectory)
AR-enhanced broadcasts tying the viewers first and second screens together
Multi-lingual broadcasts, potentially powered by AI to extend the language options accessible by fans

underway.
Digital streaming opens up much greater possibilities by delivering greater fan-control of the experience, such as
switching camera angles on the action at will or
, and what we are seeing now, with the NBA
Meta-Quest VR viewing experience that places fans courtside.

Optimizing for the Platform
While the multi-broadcast model is still somewhat new, the leagues have been experimenting with content delivery
innovation for quite some time, with the first VR offerings going back 5-6 years for MLB and the NBA. In general, the U.S.
sports leagues have become very tech savvy and innovation-forward and stay on top of emerging technologies.
Dutch Sports Tech companies wo
However, this does mean it is critical to have the business model and use cases well-defined when approaching
prospective buyers in the U.S. market.
and teams digital strategy groups will continue to devote resources to bringing the right versions and content
types to each of their platforms in order to stay relevant, especially to Gen Z and persisting into Gen Alpha.
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Examples include an Esports star hosting an MLB event on Twitch,
leveraging the popularity of retired stars such as the Manning
Brothers or creating virtual watch parties with celebrities.
The NFL and NBA have both made Twitter Spaces deals,
what fans will expect on
the social audio platform.
Leagues are sophisticated enough to know they cannot take the
to the platform to resonate with the audience
there.
One startup innovating in this space is Buzzer, which alerts fans to
tune in to the last moments of a trending NBA game on Twitter.

Augmented Reality (AR)
Fans will continue to use a second screen while watching broadcast
games to seek out stats and player information or hold
conversations on social media. Headsets, glasses, and broadcasts
with AR-enabled feeds will help blend these increasingly seamlessly
and keep fans connected to the full-length, live game product.
MLB
enabled teams to extend
an experience originally intended for use within their ballparks to
fans viewing at home.

Virtual Reality (VR)

NBA produced a VR Documentary on the Cleveland Cavaliers 2016 Championship season. The general rarity of consumers
(beyond gamers) with Oculus headsets meant that not many fans saw, or were even aware of, this content.
NFL and NextVR are in the second year of their partnership and while it is certainly novel, some are finding the experience
is not yet preferable to a quality, high definition broadcast viewer experience, per Shaun Poore on the NFL VR viewing
experience and Jabari Young on the NBA VR/Metaverse experience on Quest2.
VR is still waiting for content that matches the Ready Player One experience. Hardware and content need to provide the
to change the habits of mainstream sports fans. Game developers are ahead of sports in this area. Games like Beat
Saber are helping people use VR more often as the VR headsets come onto the market, settle their price points, and find
broad consumer adoption.
Solutions being proposed in this space need to have a complete business proposition that takes these factors into
account when pitching the U.S. sports sector rightsholders and broadcasters.
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Social Interaction
The power of social media remains in its

in instantly gaug

leverage influencers for more authentic and organic dialogue with fans is also critical.
Conversations happen here and the rise of companies like Zoomph and Hookit (just purchased by Kore Software), who
help professional
, demonstrates the
importance of analytics in this space.

trending search worldwide. (Basketball News)

Next Level Social: The Metaverse
The simplest description of the Metaverse is the combination of technologies that facilitate more immersive digital
interactions and create new marketplaces and currencies for emerging digital goods and services. The first steps have
been taken into the
by both sports properties and, notably, their corporate partners.

The Brooklyn Nets are already deep in development with virtual world renderings now substituting for actual video
on the Humungotron and in LeaguePass broadcasts.
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Metaverse is one of the most used words in sports tech, but most sports organizations are still wrapping their head
around what this actually means.
Big tech companies and several big brands (Nike, Disney) have announced their entry into the Metaverse. South Korea
has a government-led Metaverse alliance, anchored by Samsung, with well over 200 companies participating.

Experience brands like the Brooklyn Nets and Disney are among the early entrants into Metaverse-era content. Gaming
companies like Activision, deeply experienced in creating digital interactions, are valuable acquisition targets for Big Tech
(acquired by Microsoft) they being snapped up as fantastic tools to advance their digitalization capabilities as Web 3.0
takes hold.
There is a gold rush feeling as companies storm ahead in the quest for unclaimed virtual real estate. A few key points to
keep top of mind as 2022-2023 unfolds:
Big Tech will introduce competing Metaverse ecosystems (proprietary OS), meaning developers and
collaborators will have some choices to make
White label platforms will allow innovative teams to build their own Metaverse
U.S.
captive by Big Tech, though they will learn from and strategically partner with them
Leagues and teams will need to educate their fans in this new medium, which will take time. For some, digitallyalways-on world
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Data Plays
Membership Data
NFTs have a role to fulfill, ultimately, in securing and maintaining the integrity of the membership data that teams
maintain, but for now these have not moved beyond serving as collectibles. This market is stalling at present around this
application, but likely to pick up in 2023-25 as data utility applications emerge. Companies unlocking this potential now
will do well as the market is primed for this generally, and it would allow sports teams to make a greater direct revenue
play with their data.
Beyond the analytic content noted above, sports-themed activities such as fantasy sports, betting, and Esports have
grown significantly in the past decade. While these are necessarily expressions of fandom for the actual sport, they are
activities by providing content (largely data, but also video footage) that form the engine of these products and the
marketing assets (partnerships, brand licensing, fan outreach) that drive this business.

Fantasy Sports and Sports Betting
Another recent development is the growth in fantasy sports in 2020. After experiencing a decline in 2018-2019, fantasy
sports league participation bounced sharply upward in 2020. Fantasy sports, once the hobby of stats-obsessed baseball
fans with spreadsheets, grew in popularity as platforms emerged to support it took off with the introduction of
, which plays off both the higher preference for following individual players over teams (especially in
basketball) among Gen Z and the opening up of sports betting in the U.S.
This brings a greater
and AI solutions which teams are in a good position to provide.

, and potentially viewing highlights, data visualizations,

The increasing partnerships with sports betting companies signal
capturing, parsing, and distributing gameday data for the mutual financial rewards.
The expanded use of wearables will also deliver additional biometric data,
; however, the likely outcome
will be boundaries placed on what is released publicly as long as the players are provided a share of the revenue that this
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Esports
Esports is becoming increasingly intertwined with traditional sports, with many professional sports owners purchasing or
forming teams, primarily with non-sports-based titles like League of Legends, Call of Duty, Overwatch, and Rocket League.
Many sports venues are hosting tournaments to generate direct revenue. As noted above, esports provides a very
; however, esports overlaps in part,
not in full, with these leagues. Even the most popular EA Sports titles do not crack the top ten of games played.
One key opportunity is audience analytics. Sean Callanan notes, Esports offers a new audience with a growing need for
audience analysis and measurement on platforms like Twitch. Many of the tools available for sports apply to Esports
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Priority of the Chief Technology Officer
analyzed,
of collecting, cleaning , warehousing and safeguarding that data ultimately rests with the Chief Technology
Officer ( CTO
Chief Marketing Officers or Chief Revenue
Officers are also very tech-knowledgeable and responsible for their part of the tech stack.
Together, their key priorities are to enable:
A Single Customer View (Integrated Record of Customer Interactions)
Audience Segmentation with Actionable Insight for Personalized Content, Communications
Predictive Modelling
ns.
A CTO may be assessing solutions according to where a team fit on this matrix (where and when a solution is feeding data
into the system) as well as how that data flows into the central data platform to create the single customer view.

The Tech Stack
Additionally, the CTO, EVP Digital Strategy, or VP Business Intelligence oversee a complex suite of solutions
that drive the core revenue streams. Adding a new application, especially in fan engagement, means it must
successful sale.

Marketing, Advertising &
Communications

Sales & Customer Care

Data Management &
Business Analytics
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Big Tech Taking Big Steps in Sports
Many tech companies use sports to test, learn, and showcase their solutions under high strain and visibility of large
crowds to then market solutions to non-sports clients in other industries and drive consumer adoption of applications.
Examples include:
Apple Apple Wallet for tickets, concessions purchases; Apple Maps for guiding to the game (traffic, dynamic routing,
parking, rideshare, transit) contributes to single customer view and understanding the customer journey
AWS powering the data compilation, storage, machine learning to provide stats and insights, laid into AR views, 2 nd
screen experiences
Google Cloud competitor to AWS on data collection and analytics; with organic data collection from search empowering
additional insight makes Google a compelling partner
Cisco - pushing to own/manage the wi-fi experience of the fan in stadium, many installations implementing stadium tech
solutions like video replay feed relays on the sport side and WaitTimes (for bathrooms and concessions) for fans
Microsoft focused on AI, but more broadly on using tech to enhance and personalize the experience (augment rather
e in the NBA bubble and working to develop the
DTC product for the NBA

No significant tech partners listed by MLS at present

As these companies are placing a great deal of emphasis on their sports partnerships to put their capabilities on display, it
is almost as essential to follow the opportunities with Big Tech as closely as the opportunities with sport.
Dutch companies may find good opportunities in solutions that complement the following Big Tech objectives:
Showing off their capabilities to other corporations
Providing critical tools to power the exponential growth of sports content development
Bringing solutions to power data collection, storage, analytics, and displays around both the game and the
business of the game
Developing technologies to extend the reach of the game well beyond the stadium (digital arenas, metaverse,
enhanced viewing that makes for a more compelling product)
optimizing programmatic ad-buying, creating a dynamic market for ad content by knowing both the exact size of
the audience in real-time and capitalizing on action peaking in a close game
Creating tools to optimize the gameday experience (tickets, payments, routing, right time-right offer)
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OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
After weathering the Covid-19 pandemic, sport is back in action and growing once again. Football (soccer) is resuming the
strong growth it was showing pre-pandemic as MLS as continues to gain importance in the U.S. sport landscape. Soccer is
also growing
The U.S. will also play host to two major sporting events in this decade. In 2026, the United States will join Canada and
ill feature 11 host cities for which 17 candidates remain. The International
Olympic Committee has selected Los Angeles, California to host the games of the XXXIV Olympiad which will take place in
2028. The Consulate of the Netherlands in San Francisco has already made inroads with the organizing city and local
organizing committee which will be beneficial to Dutch businesses looking to bring their solutions to the LA28 Summer
Games.
Beyond Leagues and Teams
While Fan Engagement is normally associated with leagues and teams, there is a growing demand for innovation solutions
to grow and strengthen the personal platforms and revenue opportunities for individual athletes. In the past, this has
been limited only to professional athletes whereas student-athletes had been heretofore excluded from these
opportunities. Recently, those rules governing the NIL (Name, Image & Likeness) rights have been relaxes to allow the
collegiate student-athletes to also generate revenue on their own behalf.
Fan Engagement solutions also figure heavily in the mix for sponsor activation. While this may occur withing the existing
team or league frameworks, some major sponsors may run their own fan engagement programs and become an
interesting avenue for companies offering relevant solutions. For Dutch solution providers, the significant presence of
major Dutch corporations in the U.S. market offers
Highly Competitive and Tech-Savvy Marketplace
As noted, the Innovative Fan Engagement space is very crowded.
U.S. market sports leagues have become very tech savvy and innovation-forward and stay on top of emerging
technologies.
To be successful, providers will need to clearly articulate their business cases, preferably with references that are
relevant to their prospective customers. In addition to offering unique case-driven solutions, companies looking to do
business in the U.S. will need to have excellent negotiation skills as well as the ability to support their solutions two
facets in which the Dutch generally excel.
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Key Technologies & Applications of Interest
Fan Experience
Solutions that enable user-generated content (UGC) to supply or support the sharing, lending, or distribution of
team content and data to creative fans for new takes
Solutions that facilitate the curation, display, cataloguing, and archiving of UGC (AI)
Platforms or highly integrated tool for editing, manipulation, augmentation (AR/VR) of content and/or creation
of custom products and services using team brand assets, especially in real-time
Applications or turn-key solutions of AR/VR fan experiences on-site to elevate
desire to attend games in
Solutions that enable the localization of content, especially language and incorporating social or cultural
touchpoints that foster global fans interest and

Game Presentation
Novel broadcasting technologies, AR/VR, augmenting of home viewing experience
Technology solutions that open up the possibilities to edit, mix, curate, manage, and display not just sports
content but also music and visuals from other artistic genres, social media and gaming content
Creative companies with expertise or applications are programming for diverse audiences and on a variety of
visual, audio, and social platforms
Solutions to power data collection, storage, analytics, and displays around both the game and the business of the
game
Technologies to extend the reach of the game well beyond the stadium (digital arenas, metaverse, other Web
3.0 applications) to create a more compelling or unique broadcast

Social Interaction
Real-Time Content Mining (AI), Interaction Monitoring & Response (Satisfi)
Creative companies with novel concepts for expanding and supporting branded content development for a
variety of platforms
Graphics handling solutions and platforms, especially AI-driven

Solutions to power data collection, storage, analytics and displays around both the game and the business of the
game
Solutions to power the real-time distribution of game action data
Applications that support membership, loyalty, and reward programs
Companies who can support the following have much to pursue in the rapidly evolving U.S. sports content development
& distribution space
The efficiency and quality of production to support multiple types of broadcasts
Deliver creative that resonates with different target audiences
Distribute content effectively and efficiently and reliably across multiple platforms
Gather and analyze audience data in real-time
Support the fan experience in a variety of different formats
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SWOT Analysis for Dutch Firms in Fan Experience Marketplace
Strengths
Strong reputation of Dutch businesses for technological innovation, finance, and social responsibility
European digital sports fan behavior is similar to U.S. sports fan strong usage of internet, social media, and
advanced broadcast platforms
Strong knowledge of data privacy and protection due to GDPR
Top-tier country for several spectator and mass participation sports
Able to draw directly on pan-European experience and best practices
Ability to support deals, projects, and support in the English language

Weaknesses
Unfamiliarity with U.S. commercial terms and structures
Lacking local knowledge of game and market
With the possible exception of baseball, little status in North American sports
Lack of reference client in U.S. market

Opportunities
Extremely dynamic and attractive market for growth both in terms of size and expenditure
Many opportunities to showcase solutions at investor pitch days, sports tech conferences as well as national
conferences and exhibitions
Many professional teams in multiple sports operating independently could become clients
Most front offices well-versed in use of fan engagement tools and innovations
Large collegiate scene below professional sports with similar requirements, some served wholly or in part by
third party marketing firms
Requirement to travel for business development lower with Zoom meetings acceptable

Threats
Competitive space and competition can be fierce
Growing number of solutions chasing the same customer base
U.S. legal framework may present unique challenges
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Recommendations for Dutch Companies Approaching the U.S. Market
The strategic endgame in professional sports right now is to monetize the at-home fan
Provide multi-option
Grow their global audience by providing greater outreach and
to monetize this fan base
Create a seamless gameday experience (driveway to driveway) for fans
Understand the priorities of both the league and of the more innovative teams, in terms of next-level fan
engagement
Understand the big tech partners they have
Understand the media distribution portfolio they are working with
Understand the fan dynamics of the league and of certain geographies
Understand your target client - League, Client, NSO, Collegiate
o Build marketing plan to reach those targets - conferences, digital, podcast, sports industry press
o Focus on commercial outcomes for success
o Deliver total solution - handing over a tool to under-resourced team may not get optimal execution
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RESOURCES
Regional Marketplace Focus
California
Professional Team Presence
Major League Baseball (MLB)
San Diego Padres, San
Francisco Giants
Major League Soccer (MLS) Los Angeles Galaxy, Los Angeles FC, San Jose Earthquakes
National Basketball League (NBA) Golden State Warriors, Los Angeles Clippers, Los Angeles Lakers, Sacramento
Kings,
National Football League (NFL) Los Angeles Chargers, Los Angeles Rams, San Francisco 49ers
National Hockey League (NHL) Anaheim Ducks, Los Angeles Kings, San Jose Sharks
Los Angeles Sparks
Angel City FC, San Diego Wave FC
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Front Office & Key Decisionmakers
City
Los Angeles

Rams

Team
NFL

League

Los Angeles

Chargers

NFL

Los Angeles

Lakers

NBA

Los Angeles

Clippers

NBA

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles

Angels
Dodgers
Kings

MLB
MLB
NHL

Los Angeles

Galaxy

MLS

Los Angeles

LAFC

MLS

Oakland

Athletics

MLB

Sacramento

Kings

NBA

San Diego

Padres

MLB

San Jose

Sharks

NHL

San Jose

Earthquakes

MLS

Name
Kathryn Kai-Ling Frederick
Skarpi Hendinsson
Jim Rushton
Jason Levine
Kacey Knauf
Pete Soto
Megan Bell
Mitch Holder
Joey Buss
Tricia Teschke
Liane Angeles
N/A
Lon Rosen
Michael Altieri
Aaron LeValley
Amada Gray
Doug Vosik
Adam Serrano
Christian Lau
Ryan Bishara
Benny Tran
Rich Orosco
Ryan Northcott
Dave Kaval
Catherine Aker
Ben Gumpert
Joe Dumars
Kyle Eichman
Scott Monaco
Chris Connolly
Scott Robish
Darryl Mendoza
Doug Bentz
Neda Tabatabaie
Tutul Rahman
Michael Beaubien
Paul Dewhurst

Title
Chief Marketing Officer
Chief Technology Officer
Chief Revenue Officer
VP, Content / Production
VP, Strategic Solutions
VP, Fan Experience / Bolt Productions
VP, Business Intelligence
VP, Marketing
VP, Research & Analytics
Director, Marketing & Brand Strategy
Director, Technology
Executive VP / Chief Marketing Officer
Senior VP, Marketing Communications & Content
Senior VP, Business Operations & Strategy
Director, Marketing & Digital
Chief Marketing Officer
Director, Digital
Chief Technology Officer
Executive VP, Revenue & Data Strategy
Executive VP, Corporate Strategy & Development
Executive VP, Brand & Communications
Executive VP, Entertainment & Development
President
VP, Marketing Communications
Chief Marketing Officer
Chief Strategy Officer
VP, CRM & Business Analytics
Senior Director, Interactive Fan
Senior VP, Marketing
VP, Business Strategy & Analysis
Director, Fan Engagement
VP, Marketing
VP, Business Analytics & Technology
VP, Marketing
Head Integrated Marketing
Director, Digital Marketing
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City
San Francisco

49ers

Team

League

San Francisco

49ers Enterprises
49ers Enterprises
Golden State Warriors
NBA

San Francisco

GSW Sports Ventures
Giants
MLB

NFL

Name
Alex Chang
Umesh Johari
Meghan Ryan
Collin Meador
Sean Kundu
Chip Bowers
Amanda Chin
Kenny Lauer
Kirk Lacob
Jason Pearl
Bryan Srabian
Bill Schlough
Paul Hodges III
Rocky Koplik

Title
Chief Marketing Officer
VP, Business Strategy & Analytics
VP, Digital & Social
VP
VP, Corporate Development
Chief Marketing Officer
VP, Branding & Marketing
VP, Digital & Marketing
VP
Senior VP & Chief Business Officer
VP, Brand Development & Digital Media
Senior VP & Chief Information Officer
VP, Content & Entertainment
VP, Business Analytics

KEY INNOVATION PLAYERS
Sports Tech Investors / Funds

Elysian Park Ventures (associated with LA Dodgers)
49ers Ventures (San Francisco 49ers)
Jazz Venture Partners
Rabil Ventures
Mindspring Capital
Ludis Capital
Sapphire Sport
Sports Tech Incubators / Accelerators

Global Sports Venture Studios Los Angeles
Women in Sports Tech (WIST) San Francisco
Sports Tech Events 2022

SportTechie x Sports Business Journal Horizon Summit July 12-13, 2022 Levi s Stadium (Santa Clara,
California)
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Texas
Professional Team Presence
Major League Baseball (MLB) Dallas Rangers, Houston Astros
Major League Soccer (MLS) Austin FC, FC Dallas, Houston Dynamo
National Basketball League (NBA) Dallas Mavericks, Houston Rockets, San Antonio Spurs
National Football League (NFL) Dallas Cowboys, Houston Texans
National Hockey League (NHL) Dallas Stars
Dallas Wings
Houston Dash
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Front Office & Key Decisionmakers
City

Team

Austin

Austin FC

Dallas

Cowboys

Dallas

Mavericks

Dallas

Wings

Dallas

Texas Rangers

Dallas

Stars

Dallas

FC Dallas

Houston

Texans

Houston

Rockets

Houston

Astros

City
Houston

Team
Dynamo/Dash

League
MLS

Name

Ryan Fannin
Clark Beacom
Alison Roscoe
James Ruth
NFL
Stephen Jones
Charlotte Jones
Jerry Jones, Jr.
NBA
Cynthia Marshall
Chris Davidson
Ronnie Fauss
Erin Finegold White
Iris Diaz
Alison Panasik
Ryan Macket
WNBA
Rachel Pearcy
Donovan Reta
John Herron
Courtney Oversby
Matt Mendes
Lisa Feigenbaum
MLB
Neil Leibman
Sean Decker
Kellie Fisher
Chuck Morgan
Jim Cochrane
Mike Healy
Travis Dillon
Chad Wynn
NHL
Matt Bowman
Guy Tomcheck
Dan Stuchal
Kevin Harp
Therese Baird
MLS
Jimmy Smith
Melissa Jannetta
Megan Miller
Jerome Elenez
NFL
Marlian Logan
Jerry Angel
Jeff Schmitz
NBA
Julian Duncan
Larry Kaiser
Dawn Keen
MLB
Michael Slaughter
Anita Sehgal
Jeff Stewart
Chris Garcia
League
Name
MLS/NWSL Katie Scallan
Dionna Widder

Title
VP, Information Technology
Chief Revenue Officer
Senior VP, Corporate Partnerships
Senior VP, Marketing
COO, Executive VP
Chief Brand Officer
Chief Sales and Marketing Officer
Chief Executive Officer
Director of Analytics
Chief Strategy Officer & SVP of Business Development
SVP of Corporate Communications, Content, and Events
Chief Marketing Officer
VP, Brand Identity
SVP, Corporate Sponsorships
SVP, Chief Financial officer
VP, Business Operations
Senior Director, Business Intelligence
VP, Marketing
Associate VP, Corporate Partnerships
EVP & Chief Strategy Officer
President, Business Operations & Chief Operating Officer
President, REV Entertainment
EVP & Chief Financial Officer
EVP, Ballpark Entertainment & Production
SVP, Partnerships & Client Services
SVP, Venue Operations & Guest Experience
VP, Marketing
VP, Partnerships
EVP, Chief Revenue Officer
VP, Corporate Partnerships
SVP, Marketing
Senior Director, Entertainment & Events
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Operating Officer & Chief Financial Officer
VP, Business Development
VP, Partnership Marketing
VP, Marketing
SVP, Chief Financial Officer & Treasurer
VP, Corporate Development
VP and Chief Information Officer
Chief Marketing & Strategy Officer
Chief Financial Officer
VP, Corporate Development
SVP, Chief Financial Officer
SVP, Marking & Communications
VP, Corporate Partnerships
Senior Director, Fan Experience
Title
Chief Marketing Officer
Chief Revenue Officer
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San Antonio

Spurs

NBA

Frank Arnold
Rob Hur
Amy Rivera
Dr. Kara Allen
Brandon Gayle
Frank Miceli
Lori Warren
Becky Kimbro
Katrina Palanca

VP, Administration
VP, Corporate Sales & Marketing
Director of Partnership Marketing
Chief Impact Officer
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Revenue Officer
Chief Finance & Strategy Officer
VP, Brand Engagement
VP, Global Partnerships

KEY INNOVATORS PLAYERS
Sports Tech Investors / Funds

ADvantage
Mark Cuban Companies
Next Ventures
SeventySix Capital
Sports Tech Incubators /Accelerators

DIV Inc.
HTX Sports Tech
Sports Innovation Texas
Stadia Accelerator
Sports Tech Events

SXSW held annually in March
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Florida
Professional Team Presence

Major League Baseball (MLB) Miami Marlins, Tampa Bay Rays
Major League Soccer (MLS) InterMiami FC, Orlando City SC
National Basketball League (NBA) Miami Heat, Orlando Magic
National Football League (NFL) Jacksonville Jaguars, Miami Dolphins, Tampa Bay Buccaneers
National Hockey League (NHL) Florida Panthers, Tampa Bay Lightning
Orlando Pride
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Front Office & Key Decisionmakers
City
Florida (Sunrise)

Team
Panthers

League
NHL

Jacksonville

Jaguars

NFL

Miami

Dolphins

NFL

Miami

Heat

NBA

Miami

Marlins

MLB

Miami

InterMiami

MLS

Orlando

Magic

NBA

Orlando

City/Pride

MLS/NWSL

Tampa Bay

Buccaneers

NFL

Name
Shawn Thornton
Bryce Hollweg
Kevin Grove
Josh Korlin
Nicole Meloff
Michael Kesaris
Scott Massey
Whitney Meyer
Mark Sirota
Patrick Kavanagh
Mike Webb
T-Neisha Tate
Asia Gholston
Mike DeMartino
Chris Clements
Kim Rometo
Jeremy Walls
Ben Roller
Chris Buttnick
Katherin Milliken
Sammy Shulman
Michael McCullough
Jeff Craney
Garrick Amos
Glen Oskin III
Edson Crevecoeur
Jason Latimer
Tiago Pinto
Steven Boyer
David Oxfeld
Alex Brau
Michael Ridley
Nicolo Zini
Daniela Gallardo
Jim Fritz
Joel Glass
Shelly Wilkes
Jeff Lutes
Jay Riola
Jeff Bissey
J.T. McWalters
Carlos Osorio
Chris Lahey
Pedro Araujo

Title
Chief Commercial Officer
Executive VP
VP, Event Programming
VP, Corporate Partnerships
VP, Experience
VP, Strategy & Insight
SVP, Corporate Partnerships
SVP & Chief Community Impact Officer
SVP & Chief Financial Officer
VP, Production
VP & Chief Information Officer
VP, Social Responsibility & Impact
Senior Director of Marketing
VP, Corporate Partnerships
SVP, Chief Financial Officer
SVP, Chief Information Officer
SVP, Chief Revenue Officer
VP, Marketing Analytics
Senior Director, Corporate Partnerships
Senior Director, Entertainment & Events
EVP, Chief Financial Officer
EVP, Chief Marketing Officer
VP, Marketing
Chief Service Officer
VP, Corporate Partnerships
VP, Strategy & Data Analytics
Chief Operating Officer
SVP, Communications & Outreach
VP, Marketing
Director, Event Presentation & Entertainment
SVP, Sales & Partnerships
SVP, Finance & Accounting
SVP, Brand & Marketing
Senior Director, Business Development
Director, Partnership Activation
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Communications Officer
SVP, Marketing & Social Responsibility
SVP, Technology
SVP, Strategy & Innovation
VP, Finance
VP, Global Partnerships
Chief Financial Officer
VP, Corporate Partnerships
SVP, Marketing & Brand

Brian Ford

Chief Operating Officer
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Tampa Bay

Lightning

NHL

Tampa Bay

Rays

MLB

Joe Fada
Nikki Donofrio
Adam Smith
Mark Pitts
Casey Rodgers
Matt Corey
Derrick Brooks
Andrew McIntyre
Phil Esposito
Sheri Anderson
Rafaela Amador Fink
Rob Gigliari
Melanie Lenz
Brian Richeson
Eric Weisberg

Chief Financial Officer
VP, Marketing, Events & Entertainment
VP, Corporate Partnership Development
Chief Operating Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Marketing Officer
EVP, Corporate & Community Development
SVP, Technology & Innovation
VP, Corporate Relations
VP, Partnerships
Chief Public Affairs & Communications Officer
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Development Officer
VP, Corporate Partnerships
VP, Fan Experience

KEY INNOVATION PLAYERS
Sports Tech Investors / Funds

Lake Nona Fund
No Cap Sports
Pulse Sports & Entertainment
Sports Tech Incubators / Accelerators

leAD Lake Nona
Sports Tech Events

N/A
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Knowledge Hubs
Conferences
SportTechie x Sports Business Journal "State of the Industry" (New York City) conference focused on
sports technology and innovation and is our most comprehensive event as we covered a wide range of
topics, examining the most important matters from the past year, but with an eye towards the year to
come
(Santa Clara, California) conference
focused on understanding best-in-class processes, technology, and analytics to inform business
intelligence and strategy in sports
MIT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference (Boston, Massachusetts) conference goal is to provide a
forum for industry professionals (executives and leading researchers) and students to discuss the
increasing role of analytics in the global sports industry
Media
Front Office Sports
Sportico
Sports Business Journal
The Athletic
Industry Opinion Leaders
Sports Geek HQ Sean Callanan Podcast
Winners Fiona Green

Sports Tech Research
SportsTechX (Berlin) a source for data and insights about SportsTech startups and the surrounding
ecosystem; they have mapped the entire SportsTech world and help people and organizations
navigate through it
Upside (NYC) a highly insightful and up to date blog, podcast and information resource, offering market
level.
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